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	Software Project Estimation: Intelligent Forecasting, Project Control, and Client Relationship Management, 9781484250242 (1484250249), Apress, 2019

	Have you been on projects where halfway down the road it seems increasingly

	unlikely that you will finish as desired, but you can’t put your finger on it and

	simply push through with a growing resentment? Have you been in meetings

	where scope discussions get increasingly difficult and depressing, ultimately

	sucking the energy out of everyone instead of enabling them to move forward

	with certainty and determination? Wouldn’t it be good if a confident assertion

	for the project’s ability to deliver is made as early as 1 or 2 months into the

	effort? What additional value and quality of working relationships can you

	generate if the time for estimation, tracking, and change management is

	slashed by a factor of 10 while simultaneously providing clients and team

	members with true peace of mind so they can focus on other important business

	activities? This book provides a practical tool that will help with all of

	this—it is a how-to book. But ultimately it is about the relationships we

	develop during projects and the appreciation of our colleagues and business

	partners.





	It is 2019! Yet estimation and forecasting in the software development industry

	are still considered mystifying at best, and an archaic and obsolete concept

	at worst. Reliable forecasting continues to present a challenge for many teams

	and software development organizations. The practices associated with the

	two predominant software development methodologies are inadequate.

	Methods related to waterfall development are notoriously bad for long-term

	forecasting because they encourage too much information processing too

	early and have a tendency to skew reality into a Gantt chart. And methods

	that relate well to agile software development are not as notoriously bad,

	however, mostly because long-term forecasting is avoided altogether. This is

	problematic in many cases because it pushes important decisions too late in

	the project, adds unnecessary stress on people’s relationships, and ultimately

	diminishes the chances for successful projects.
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Dynamic Enterprise Architecture: How to Make It WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book presents an approach to enterprise architecture, which enables corporations to achieve their business objectives faster. Focusing on the governance of IT in the organization, it provides tangible tools, advice and strategies for implementing and designing the architectural process within a corporation that will make a major contribution...

		

Algorithms, Architectures and Information Systems Security (Statistical Science and Interdisciplinary Research: Platinum Jubilee)World Scientific Publishing, 2008

	This volume contains articles written by leading researchers in the fields of algorithms, architectures, and information systems security. The first five chapters address several challenging geometric problems and related algorithms. These topics have major applications in pattern recognition, image analysis, digital geometry, surface...

		

Creating Facebook applications - 100 Success Secrets to creating Awesome Facebook Applications and leverage Social MediaEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
Facebook is a very popular social networking site. There are millions of users who have joined this site for a good number of reasons: to stay in touch, create new relationships and interact with one another. The last reason is probably the most important reason of all – which is why so many Facebook application companies have decided to...




	

Eating Fossil Fuels: Oil, Food and the Coming Crisis in AgricultureNew Society Publishers, 2006

	The miracle of the Green Revolution was made possible by cheap fossil fuels to supply crops with artificial fertilizer, pesticides, and irrigation. Estimates of the net energy balance of agriculture in the United States show that ten calories of hydrocarbon energy are required to produce one calorie of food. Such an imbalance cannot...


		

Quantum MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2009
Why yet another book on quantum mechanics? Quantum mechanics was born in the first quarter of the twentieth century and has received an enormous number of theoretical and experimental confirmations over the years. It is considered to be the fundamental physical paradigm, and has a wide range of applications, from cosmology to chemistry, and from...

		

Introduction to Discrete Event SystemsSpringer, 2007
As its title suggests, this book is about a special class of systems which in recent decades have become an integral part of our world. Before getting into the details of this particular class of systems, it is reasonable to start out by simply describing what we mean by a “system”, and by presenting the fundamental concepts associated...
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